On-Line Classes: Student Evaluation of Teaching-Summer 2010

Husky-CT classes being taught completely on-line will be evaluated on-line. This does not apply to web assisted classes nor is it an option at this time to have an “in person” class rated in this manner. The summary results of the Primary Instructor surveys of these classes will be included in the Normative Profile reports for Department, School and Total University.

Instructors should email their class roster to alert them of the opportunity to complete this survey between 7/6 through 7/9 for Summer Session I, 8/16 and 8/20 for Summer Session II and 8/16 and 8/20 for Summer Session IV. The start and end times are set for midnight.

Instructors may add questions to the comment section between 6/27 and 7/3 for Summer Session I and 8/9-8/13 for Summer Sessions II and IV.

Comment responses of the students will be available on-line for instructor viewing after final grades have been posted. For all Summer Sessions evaluated the comments will be available from 8/28 through 9/15.

Comments of the students for these instructors will be available for the instructor only via the link for the survey(s) that will appear under “Bookmarks” on their Husky-CT homepage. There is no access to the actual survey that the students complete available to the instructor.

The students in each class roster access the single sign-on page through the link on their Husky-CT homepage under “Bookmarks” which will take them to the Student evaluation of Faculty links. Each student will have access to a page of links, one for each of the on-line classes in which they are enrolled. When they click one of the links, the survey for that class will appear. Once they have submitted the survey, they will no longer have access.

UITs has created programming to merge the results of this survey with that of the paper based surveys. Summary results will still be paper based and sent to each instructor via University Mail Services.

If you have questions concerning the evaluations, please contact Cheryl Williams at the Office of Institutional Research at (860) 486-1910 or Cheryl.Williams@UConn.edu.